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Editor’s Note
This is a superb paper to kick oﬀ the CO2 Coali on’s Climate Issues in Depth Series. The topic lies at the
heart of the public policy debate over climate and energy, and the author is one of America’s most dis nguished
atmospheric physicists, MIT emeritus Alfred P. Sloan professor of meteorology Richard S. Lindzen.
Professor Lindzen has published over 200 scien ﬁc ar cles and books over a ﬁve-decade career. He has held
professorships at the University of Chicago, Harvard University and MIT. He is a member of the Na onal Academy
of Science, the Norwegian Academy of Science and Le ers, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He
is a fellow and award recipient of the American Meteorological Society and the American Geophysical Union.
He is also a fellow of the American Associa on for the Advancement of Science, and was a lead author of the UN
IPCC’s third assessment report’s scien ﬁc volume.
Since 1988, much of Professor Lindzen’s research has highlighted the scien ﬁc uncertain es about the
impact of carbon dioxide emissions on temperature. He has published frequently on the crucial and uncertain
impact of clouds on temperature “feedbacks” – processes which cause substan al hypothesized magniﬁca on
of CO2-based warming in the models used by the IPCC.
Providing review assistance to Professor Lindzen for this paper was another dis nguished atmospheric
climatologist, Dr. Roy W. Spencer. Dr. Spencer is one of the primary inventors of the remarkable scien ﬁc
enterprise of “remote sensing” of temperature, humidity, and other proper es crucial to climate by satellites.
At his research professorship at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, he is both generator and guardian of
satellite data relied upon by scien sts and governmental bodies throughout the world.
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1. Introduc on
It is commonly accepted that increasing CO2 in the atmosphere should lead to some warming (e.g. Arrhenius,
1896; Callendar, 1938). This, per se, is not par cularly worrisome. As has been recognized since an quity, the
dose makes the poison. The no on that any warming, however small, is evidence of coming disaster deﬁes
reason. Remember, in natural systems, ﬂuctua ons are the norm. For example, your body temperature always
ﬂuctuates a li le. Skyscrapers always sway a li le. This is a characteris c of all stable systems.
With respect to CO2, the dose is determined by what we call climate sensi vity. By conven on, this is the
eventual total increase in global mean temperature associated with a doubling of CO2. The reason we refer to
a doubling is that the impact of each doubling is the same: i.e. a well-established equa on based on empirical
data shows that we get the same warming from an increase from 400 parts per million (ppm) to 800 ppm as
we would from 200 ppm to 400 ppm (Pierrehumbert, 2011). That is to say, the impact of each added unit of
CO2 is less than the impact of its predecessor. In addi on, reasonably straigh orward calcula ons suggest that,
all other indirect factors (e.g. clouds) being held constant, a doubling of CO2 should produce about one degree
Celsius (1°C) of direct warming—a value that is not generally held to be alarming (Wilson and Gea-Banacloche,
2012). The radia ve forcing eﬀect of CO2 is measured in units of Wa s per square meter. Each doubling of CO2
is expected to provide about 3.7 Wa s per square meter (Pierrehumbert, 2011). This can be compared to the
natural ﬂows of radiant energy in and out of the climate system, es mated to be 235 to 245 Wa s per square
meter (Trenberth et al., 2009).
Of course, CO2 is not the only anthropogenic greenhouse gas, and according to the United Na ons Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013) the increase in anthropogenic greenhouse forcing since the
beginning of the industrial era (which happens to coincide with the end of the Li le Ice Age) is already almost
what one expects from a doubling of CO2, and we have seen a welcome warming of about 1°C. A er all, the
Li le Ice Age was hardly considered op mal. The IPCC does not claim all of this small warming is due to increased
greenhouse gases, but even if it were, it does not, on the face of it, suggest a high sensi vity. However, most
models employed by the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change display higher sensi vi es (currently
ranging from 1.5° – 4.5°C). Moreover, the UN argues that higher values portend profound dangers (a dubious
claim in its own right).
In order to explain what is going on, one has to go over the various aspects of the claims. This is, by no
means, a simple task. It is, moreover, a task rendered more diﬃcult because many a empts to present this issue
to the public have been oversimpliﬁed to the point of being totally misleading to both those endorsing alarm and
to so-called skep cs (a previously honorable designa on, but now claimed to be equivalent to holocaust denial).
One of the most seriously misrepresented founda onal issues is the Greenhouse (GH) Eﬀect, itself. For
starters, the phenomenon in the atmosphere diﬀers importantly from the eﬀect found in greenhouses. Therefore,
Sec on 2 of this paper will be devoted to explaining the atmospheric Greenhouse Eﬀect. Even this rela vely
correct depic on is essen ally one-dimensional, and its applica on to the three-dimensional planet involves
extremely ques onable assump ons about, among other things, the dynamic transport (i.e. by mo ons of the
atmosphere and the oceans) of heat both ver cally and horizontally.
By now, the reader may well suspect that a full discussion will be tantamount to covering almost the totality
of atmospheric and oceanic physics, and that this will be well beyond what is possible in a research review
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for even a knowledgeable lay audience. I will, however, try to cover enough to make evident the silliness of
former Secretary of State John Kerry’s peculiar claim that although physics and chemistry may be hard, climate
is simple enough for a child to understand. (Warning: Some mathema cs will be necessary.) Sec on 3, however,
will con nue to work with the one dimensional picture in order to illustrate some features of what are called
feedbacks and how they determine climate sensi vity.
Explora on of explicit feedbacks will immediately require going to three dimensions, and this will be
described in Sec on 4. Sec on 4 will examine dynamic heat transport and how it aﬀects mean temperature.
This will illustrate some profound diﬃcul es with the simple picture of climate sensi vity.
Sec on 5 will discuss various approaches to determining climate sensi vity, and Sec on 6 will summarize
the situa on. The reader should be warned that this is a diﬃcult subject, and that understanding it requires
genuine eﬀort.

2. The Atmospheric Greenhouse Eﬀect
Let us assume for the moment that the earth has no atmosphere, and that the surface is non-reﬂec ng.
What would the temperature of the surface be? Incoming radia on would be about 341 Wa s per square meter.
In order for the earth to balance this, it would have to have a temperature given by the expression T4 where 
the Planck constant, is 5.67×10−8 W⋅m−2⋅K−4 . Interes ngly, this leads to a temperature of about 278.5 K or 5.5
C, at which temperature, the Planck func on for the spectral distribu on of radia on tells us that the radia on
emi ed by the earth is primarily in the infrared por on of the spectrum. This is only about 10 C less than today’s
288 K. If we allow for a surface reﬂec vity of 0.1, then the incoming radia on is reduced to about 307 Wa s
per square meter, and we get a temperature of about 271 K or -2 C. This is s ll only 17 C less than today’s mean
temperature of 288 K.
The common claim that the earth would be 33 C less than today’s temperature comes from including the
reﬂec vity of clouds, which brings the reﬂec vity to about 0.3. This reduces the incoming radia on to 240 Wa s
per square meter and leads to a temperature of 255 K. We will ignore the implausibility of an atmosphere-free
earth having clouds. Of course, even in this simple situa on, the surface temperature will vary with la tude, but
for convenience of presenta on we will assume that the temperature represents some sort of average.
When the rest of our atmosphere is added, several things change because our atmosphere contains various
substances (water vapor, CO2, clouds and other less important gases) that absorb infrared radia on suﬃciently
to block radia on from the surface from being transmi ed directly to space. This, in turn, leads to a sharp drop
in temperature above the surface that destabilizes the air and leads to convec on. Convec on, in turn, limits
the rate of decrease to something known as the dry adiaba c lapse rate, which is -9.8°C per kilometer for a dry
atmosphere. The observed rate of decrease is closer to -6.5°C per kilometer, which is related to what is known
as the moist adiaba c lapse rate. However, the greenhouse substances in the atmosphere diminish with al tude
un l, at some level, the infrared radia on can indeed escape to space. Due to the lapse rate, this level is colder
than the surface, and the diﬀerence between this temperature and the surface temperature is what is referred
to as the greenhouse eﬀect.
Most discussions of the greenhouse eﬀect restrict themselves to clear air where only the greenhouse gases
are relevant. However, the infrared opacity of upper-level cirrus clouds is o en large enough (Choi et al, 2005)
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that when such clouds are above the emission level for the greenhouse gases, they block the infrared radia on
from the gases, and the new emission level is near the top of these clouds. This is very important because in the
presence of such clouds, the presence of the greenhouse gases below these clouds becomes rela vely irrelevant
to the greenhouse eﬀect. It should also be noted that when such clouds are absent, water vapor is far and away
the most important greenhouse gas.

3. The Perturbed Greenhouse Eﬀect and Feedbacks
Let us ignore the presence of upper-level cirrus clouds for the moment. When we add greenhouse gases to
the atmosphere, we elevate the characteris c emission level and, because of convec on that was described in
Sec on 2, the new level is colder. As a result, infrared emissions to space are reduced and no longer balance the
net incoming solar radia on. In order for balance to be restored, the troposphere must warm. This is illustrated
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Temperature-height sec ons represen ng the global-average atmosphere, showing the temperature proﬁle before
adding more greenhouse gases (crudely represented by yellow shading, le panel); the radia ve imbalance right a er adding
greenhouse gases causing the height of the infrared emission to space to rise to a higher, colder al tude where the loss of
energy to space is less (center panel); leading to a warming of the temperature proﬁle un l radia ve balance is once again
restored (right panel).

It is this process that is associated with the claim that doubling CO2 alone will lead to a warming of about 1°C.
Note that at least in the tropics, convec on leads to a moist adiaba c lapse rate. It turns out that such a lapse
rate is not uniform with al tude. Rather, it requires that warming in the upper troposphere be greater than
at the ground (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). This has some mes been erroneously claimed to be a signature of
greenhouse warming. In point of fact, it should be characteris c of any warming regardless of cause and is due
to the release of heat by the condensa on of water vapor associated with moist convec on.
The presence of upper-level cirrus modiﬁes this picture as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Cirrus clouds are at a higher al tude than the bulk of atmospheric greenhouse gases, leading to even weaker loss of
infrared energy to outer space. As a result, cirrus clouds increase Earth’s greenhouse eﬀect.

Note that the characteris c emission level in the absence of clouds is around 6 km of al tude, while upperlevel cirrus are o en above 12 km. If upper-level cirrus coverage is constant in thickness and areal coverage,
and occurs at the same temperature-al tude, then the only modiﬁca on is to restrict the enhanced greenhouse
eﬀect to the region that is free of such clouds. However, such cloud cover is, in fact, highly variable and subject
to change if the temperature changes. This brings us to the ma er of feedbacks.
The most commonly discussed feedback is the so-called water vapor feedback (Manabe and Wetherald,
1975). In this early and highly inﬂuen al paper, Manabe and Wetherald assumed (with li le basis) that rela ve
humidity would remain constant throughout the depth of the troposphere (where our weather occurs) when one
increased CO2. This implied that since satura on vapor pressure increases with temperature, speciﬁc humidity
would increase with warming, and since water vapor is a powerful greenhouse gas, the impact of a doubling
of CO2 would be about double what it would be without such a feedback. Subsequent papers described this in
terms of Bode’s feedback analysis from electronics (Schlesinger, 1988; Hansen et al., 1984; Roe and Baker, 2007)
which is illustrated in Figure 3.



Figure 3. Schema c illustra on of the climate system’s departures from an assumed average state of energy equilibrium. An
energy input (delta Q) causes changes through a system gain factor (G0) resul ng in a change in temperature (delta T), either
without feedback (case a) or with feedback F (case b).
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The resul ng equa on suggests a rather insidious aspect of feedbacks.
Total Response

Unamplified Response

1  ¦ feedback factors

The feedback factor associated with the water vapor feedback is about 0.5. However, should there be any
other posi ve feedback factors, the ampliﬁca on rapidly increases to much higher values. In typical computer
models of climate, such addi onal feedback factors associated with the eﬀect of low level clouds on the reﬂec on
of visible light bring ampliﬁca on factors to as high as 5. Note, however, that the contribu on of these feedbacks
to the sum of the feedback factors is s ll considerably less than the contribu on of the alleged water vapor
feedback. Of course, as even the IPCC acknowledges, all these feedbacks depend on the behavior of water in all
its phases, and this behavior is very poorly represented in the models. In par cular, models fail to describe the
behavior of upper-level cirrus clouds. The very existence of such clouds and their substan al variability makes
the descrip on of the water vapor feedback incomplete unless one also considers the fact that this feedback
only signiﬁcantly operates in the variable area that is free of such clouds.
As it turns out, there are many things that can cause upper-level cirrus to vary. Only their dependence on
temperature will determine their contribu on to the feedback factors. In determining this dependence, the
other sources of variability cons tute noise. Despite this noise, a substan al number of independent analyses
all conclude that the areal coverage of such clouds per unit cumulus convec on decreases with temperature
(Lindzen et al, 2001, Rondanelli and Lindzen, 2008, Horvath and Soden, 2008, Del Genio and Kovari, 2002). The
last reference claimed to show cloud cover increasing with temperature, but actually showed that coverage per
unit cumulus convec on decreased pronouncedly. The radia ve proper es of such clouds appear to be primarily
in the infrared (Choi et al, 2005). Thus, they should act as nega ve feedbacks.
Lindzen et al. (2001) referred to this as the Iris Eﬀect, and found it to be suﬃcient to cancel other infrared
feedbacks. Indeed, given that one can’t really disentangle the water vapor feedback from the Iris Eﬀect (given
that the water vapor feedback is only eﬀec ve over the area not covered by upper-level cirrus), it is probably
more meaningful to simply refer to their combined eﬀect as the infrared (or long-wave) feedback. That this
combined long-wave feedback is essen ally eliminated was conﬁrmed by Trenberth and Fasullo (2009). The
introduc on of the Iris Eﬀect into the model of the Max Planck Ins tute also essen ally eliminated the longwave feedback (Mauritsen and Stevens, 2015). Both these papers concluded that the only posi ve feedbacks
had to be due to visible feedbacks from low level clouds. However, the contribu on of such feedbacks to the
total feedback system is generally less than 0.3, which will only bring the total response to less than about 1.5°C,
assuming that the Iris Eﬀect only cancels (rather than exceeds) any other long-wave feedbacks. This is at the
bo om of the current IPCC model-based range of 1.5°C to 4.5°C warming for a doubling of atmospheric CO2.
Interes ngly, the latest IPCC assessment (IPCC, 2013) claims that there is no basis for preferring any
par cular value of sensi vity within their stated range of 1.5°C to 4.5°C. Quite frankly, this is simply a statement
of ignorance, and can hardly be said to exclude values below or above the stated range. However, the fact that
sensi ve models need posi ve long-wave feedbacks strongly suggests that the values above 1.5°C are simply
due to the incorrect treatment of upper-level cirrus.
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4. The real climate system
In this sec on we will a empt to assess to what extent climate sensi vity is a useful metric for climate
in general. Although the greenhouse eﬀect, as described above, has been known to some extent or another
since the 19th Century (Arrhenius, 1896), un l the 1970s most treatments of major climate change did not
par cularly stress this process. Given the nature of past major climate varia ons, this may not be surprising.
For example, a comparison of the present climate, that of the last glacial maximum (18 thousand years ago), and
the Eocene (about 50 million years ago) shows that equatorial temperatures have not changed much, but that
the temperature diﬀerence between the equator and the pole, Te-p, changed profoundly:
Present:
Last Glacial Maximum:
Eocene:

Te-p ~ 40°C
Te-p ~ 60°C (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976)
Te-p ~ 20°C (Shackleton and Boersma, 1981 )

Obviously, the explana on of these past climates would consist in explana ons of the rela ve stability of
equatorial temperatures over me, and why the polar regions have varied so drama cally.
However, since greenhouse-induced global warming became the focus of climate concern, the emphasis
shi ed to the global mean temperature anomaly. An unexplained subsidiary mechanism (namely “polar
ampliﬁca on”) was supposed to lead to the changes in Te-p automa cally when mean temperature and globally
averaged forcing change. As explained shortly, the meridional heat transport in the atmosphere and ocean
is much more complicated than ﬂuid ﬂow in a pipe; nevertheless, this supposi on sounds almost as though
one were assuming that mean pressure rather than pressure diﬀerence along the pipe determines pipe ﬂow,
which is silly for the pipe as well as the climate system. The implausibility of the supposi on is supported by
the observa on that among several models subjected to a doubling of CO2, few actually exhibited a signiﬁcant
change in Te-p (Lee et al., 2008; Held and Suarez, 1978).
Moreover, the a empts to model the Eocene climate by simply cranking up greenhouse forcing generally
led to meridional temperature distribu ons like today’s, but with rela vely uniform warming at all la tudes
– including the equator (Huber and Sloan, 1999). Somewhat amusingly, Huber (2009) a empted to use the
discovery of a giant snake fossil in Colombia to argue that Eocene equatorial temperatures were much warmer
than shown by other proxies. As we will soon see, it is virtually impossible for today’s Te-p to be the same as during
the Eocene, thus elimina ng the need for extraordinary special pleading concerning equatorial temperatures.
More recently, Huber and Caballero (2011) have repeated the calcula ons with a model that does get DTe-p more
nearly correct. It is unclear what changes they made to the earlier model.
Meridional heat transport between the tropics and pole is due to something called baroclinic instability,
which is a convec ve instability due to the existence of horizontal temperature gradients (Holton, 1972; Lindzen,
1990). In normal convec on in non-rota ng systems, the resul ng temperature diﬀerence is determined
by the nonlinear response to convec ve instability. For the rota ng Earth, the geophysical situa on is more
complicated, with heat transport essen ally along isentropic surfaces, which slope upward from the tropics
to the high la tudes. The isentrope at the surface in the tropics essen ally determines the polar tropopause
temperature, and baroclinic equilibra on determines the slope of this isentrope (Jansen and Ferrari, 2013). This
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slope appears to correspond to a Te-p at the tropopause level (about 6 km at the pole) of about 20°C which is
the value of Te-p at the surface during the Eocene. It is also the value of Te-p in today’s climate in the upper
troposphere (Newell et al., 1972).
This rather strongly suggests that baroclinic equilibra on would lead to the Eocene climate were it not for
other processes that are involved in determining Te-p at the surface. The existence of what is called the polar
inversion seems a likely candidate. In the presence of ice, temperature at high la tudes increases rather than
decreases with al tude. This inversion has long been observed, with an explana on oﬀered by Wexler (1936).
Rela vely li le has been done by way of explana on since then (Overland and Guest, 1991, Tsukernik, et al,
2004). The situa on with respect to climate was crudely modelled by Lindzen and Farrell (1980). If this is the
case, then there will be a contribu on to global mean temperature that is separate from that due to greenhouse
forcing. Figure 4 illustrates the situa on.


Figure 4. Schema c illustra on of the decrease in temperature going from the tropics to the pole.

This rather simplis c analysis considers the separate contribu ons of greenhouse temperature changes
(T1) and dynamically produced changes to the equator-to-pole temperature diﬀerence (T2) to global mean
temperature.

T T1 for 0 d x d x1
 T


T2

T2 for x1 d x d 1
x  x1
T1  G T2
1  x1

Here x1 is the horizontal extent over which the Hadley circula on homogenizes temperature (Lindzen, 1990),
while T2 is the equator-to-pole temperature diﬀerence.

T
'T

T1  G T2

1  x1
2

'T1  '(G T2 )

1  x1
2

Note that T1 is the warming of the tropics, while (T2) is the change in the equator-pole temperature
diﬀerence. While T1 reﬂects greenhouse (i.e. radia ve) forcing, (T2) need not—especially when the la er
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is much greater than the former. All a empts to es mate climate sensi vity from paleo data (at least as far as I
can tell) fail to dis nguish between the two and a ribute both contribu ons to greenhouse forcing in es ma ng
climate sensi vity. This could be a major error.
'T


'T1  '(G T2 )

1  x1
2 

From the above equa on we see that in the absence of greenhouse forcing, T1 might be zero, while there might
s ll be a contribu on from (T2), leading to the false conclusion that sensi vity was inﬁnite. More realis cally,
if climate sensi vity to radia ve forcing were very small, contribu ons from (T2) could s ll lead one to falsely
conclude that the sensi vity was large. The Milankovich theory (Milankovitch, 1941) of the glacia on cycles due
to changes in Sun-Earth geometry provides an excellent example of this situa on. Roe (2006) and Edvardsson
et al. (2002) showed independently that there was excellent correla on between changes in summer insola on
due to the Milankovitch cycles (the green line in Figure 5, below) and the best ﬁt of orbital varia ons to the rate
of change of the volume of Arc c ice (the black line).

Figure 5. Milankovitch forcing and the rate of change of Arc c ice volume (from Roe 2006)

We see that insola on in the summer Arc c varies by about 100 Wa s per square meter, a very large value
compared to the global average of 240 Wa s per square meter, and as Edvardsson et al. note, this is consistent
with energy needed to freeze and melt the glaciers. As we have also seen, the temperature diﬀerence between
the tropics and the pole during the glacial maxima was about 60°C, leading to about a 5°C change in global mean
temperature (taking x1=0.5). However, the annually and globally averaged insola on changed by only about
1 Wa per square meter. If we were to absurdly assume that it was this mean rather than the Milankovich
parameter that forced the glacia on cycles, we could falsely conclude that the climate sensi vity was huge
(Genthon et al., 1987).
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5. Empirical determina on of sensi vity
Sec on 4 showed why the use of paleoclimate data to determine climate sensi vity is likely to be inappropriate.
However, the situa on described in Sec on 4 might not be too important when dealing with the past century
where changes in Te-p at the surface have been small (as, for that ma er, have been changes in the mean
temperature). Thus, a conven onal greenhouse approach to evalua ng sensi vity might s ll be approximately
suitable for this very limited period. There have been several a empts at this, but they involve fairly complicated
arguments that can only be sketched out in this rela vely brief paper.
Before turning to systema c approaches, we may ask whether there is, in fact, any evidence that at least
suggests unusual warming. As we see in Figure 6 , warming since 1978 is considerably less than almost all
models used by the UN projected.

Figure 6. The frequency distribu on of warming rates in climate models (gray bars) suggests the models are unrealis cally
warming about three mes faster than observed in nature (red shading). Source: J.C. Fyfe et al., Overes mated Global
Warming over the Past 20 Years, Nature Climate Change, 3 (2013), p. 767.

The UN acknowledges that anthropogenic contribu ons were only signiﬁcant since the 1960s. Yet, as we see
in Figure 7, warming from 1920 un l 1940 was indis nguishable from the recent warming.
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Figure 7. Global temperature observa ons suggest that recent warming (le panel) looks nearly the same as warming before
the 1940s, even though increasing CO2 could not be responsible for the earlier period.

The conten on of dangerous warming has always depended on special pleading rather than unusual behavior
of the temperature record. Arguments about changes of tenths of a degree have been rela vely pointless since
the data are far from reliable for such small changes. Similarly, the use of demonstrably inadequate models to
determine sensi vity is also inappropriate (as will be shown later in this sec on).
That said, the fact that there has been warming since the 19th Century has led to numerous a empts to use
the temperature record to es mate sensi vity (Lewis and Crok, 2014; Lewis and Curry, 2014; Lewis and Curry,
2018). There have also been a empts to use satellite measurements of top of the atmosphere radia ve ﬂuxes
in order to either es mate sensi vity in the context of a me-dependent one-dimensional model (Spencer and
Braswell, 2014) or to evaluate feedbacks directly (Lindzen and Choi, 2009; 2011). All of these approaches have
serious limita ons, but when one excludes those with obvious errors, they all point to sensi vi es at the bo om
of IPCC es mates or less.
In order to be er understand the approaches using the observed temperature history, it will be useful to
examine the procedure in the context of a very simple model where climate sensi vity is speciﬁed, and where
(very uncertain) aerosol reﬂec vity is used as an adjustment in order to bring these models into agreement with
the observed temperature history. We begin with the IPCC’s AR5 es mates of radia ve total forcings (RF) of the
modern climate system since 1750 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. UN IPCC AR5 es mates of the various total radia ve forcings of the global climate system since 1750 up un l 2011.
Note that the “aerosol” category has the largest uncertain es, and so is used as an ad hoc adjustment factor in the climate
models to get be er agreement with the history of observed global temperatures.

The extension of the line for ‘Cloud adjustments due to aerosols’ is not found in the IPCC report’s Summary
for Policy Makers (SPM) but is discussed in the text of the IPCC (2013) Working Group 1 report; it corresponds
to what are referred to as indirect aerosol eﬀects due to the poten al impact of aerosols on cloud forma on.
The total anthropogenic RF includes aerosol compensa on. We will separate this from GH forcing. Note that
total GH forcing is about 80 percent of what would result from a doubling of CO2. The IPCC oﬀers ranges of
uncertainty for all these quan es. We will, for the moment, simply s ck with the central values and will return
to the role of uncertain es later.
Finally, we will assume that the total anthropogenic greenhouse forcing follows the increase in CO2 emissions
in a smooth fashion. The resul ng forcing as a func on of me is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Simpliﬁed history of greenhouse forcing history since 1800, primarily from the increase in atmospheric CO2.

The increase in this forcing is smoother than the actual forcing, but that will not be important for our
conclusions.
While it is generally not emphasized, most models now also include forcing by volcanic erup ons. It turns
out that many of these models use the es mate for volcanic forcing developed by Sato at the Goddard Ins tute
for Space Studies (GISS: Sato et al., 1993; Sato et al., 2012). This is probably as good as any es mate, though
there is substan al uncertainty. This forcing is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Volcanic radia ve forcing events since 1850 (unlike Figs. 8 and 9, this forcing has a cooling eﬀect).
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Note that there are two clusters of volcanic ac vity separated by a period of rela ve quiet. One can use
a very simple model to evaluate the impact of radia ve forcing due to anthropogenic emissions and
volcanoes. Such a model is illustrated in Figure 11 (Lindzen and Giannitsis, 1998), which we will use to further
explore these issues.



Figure 11. Geometry of a simple box model for the climate system response to radia ve perturba ons (Lindzen and
Giannitsis, 1998).

The simple system in Fig. 11 is essen ally what has been commonly used for IPCC scenario building. When
the sensi vity is chosen to duplicate that of a coupled GCM (General Circula on Model), the results of the simple
model and the GCM are very similar.
Note that in this simple model, the radia ve forcing is taken to act at the surface (though not necessarily in
the form of radia ve transfer; radia ve forcing is a ﬂux whose nature changes from radia ve at the top of the
atmosphere to largely evapora ve at the surface). The argument for this is that ver cal air circula ons in the
troposphere ﬁx the ver cal temperature proﬁle so that the energy ﬂux at the surface must equal the radia ve
ﬂux at the top of the atmosphere.
Finally, we must keep in mind that high sensi vity is associated with long response mes for the temperature
of the climate system. Radia ve forcing is a ﬂux of energy, and sensi vity is a ra o of temperature change to this
ﬂux. High sensi vity means that a small ﬂux eventually produces a large temperature change, but, because the
ﬂux is small, the change will take a long me. The resul ng response to the total anthropogenic greenhouse
forcing is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Temperature response to the greenhouse gas increase shown in Fig. 9 for a variety of climate sensi vi es.

The response is not exactly propor onal to the sensi vity because the higher sensi vi es are associated with
longer response mes. The response at a par cular intermediate me is referred to as the transient climate
sensi vity (as opposed to the equilibrium climate sensi vity, which takes many years to be realized because of
the ocean’s large heat capacity).
We next evaluate the response to volcanic forcing, which forcing is by no means trivial. This response is
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Temperature response to the volcanic forcing shown in Fig. 10 for a variety of climate sensi vi es.
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Note that knocking sensi vity down to 0.75°C gains about 0.3°C rela ve to models with sensi vity of about
3°C. Finally, in Figure 14 we show the response to both anthropogenic greenhouse gases and volcanoes.

Figure 14. Temperature response to both greenhouse gas and volcanic forcing for a variety of climate sensi vi es.

Interes ngly, all the choices of sensi vity other than 0.75°C give more warming than is observed. However,
the IPCC considers aerosol forcing to be part of anthropogenic forcing, and models choose the amount of aerosol
forcing needed to bring their results into line with observed temperature changes (Kiehl, 2007). What results is
shown in Figure 15.



Figure 15. As in Fig. 14, but with a variety of uncertain anthropogenic aerosol forcings (Table 1) u lized to bring the model into
be er agreement with the observa ons.
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Table 1 then shows the aerosol forcing that was needed to force agreement with observa ons.
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Note that there is no need for highly uncertain ‘aerosol’ correc ons with sensi vity on the order of 0.75°1.0°C. However, for higher sensi vity, needed reduc ons begin to exceed IPCC es mates for aerosols. If recent
work by Stevens (2015) is correct, aerosols are unlikely to provide more than 0.5 Wa s m-2, at which point
sensi vi es in excess of 1.5°C are impossible. If natural variability accounted for 49% of the recent warming (as
the IPCC allows), then even 1°C is problema c.
Of course natural internal variability could become the new fudge factor, but then the a ribu on argument
fails since the famous IPCC a ribu on of most of the recent warming to anthropogenic forcing depends on the
claim that internal variability is not comparable to anthropogenic forcing. This peculiar claim was totally based
on the desired model behavior rather than nature.
The problem of deducing climate sensi vity from data basically amounts to using the forcing in Fig. 9 and
the total response for one of the curves in Fig. 15 to back out the sensi vity. Given the uncertainty in forcing,
temperature data, aerosols, etc. would lead to a probabilis c distribu on rather than a single answer. Moreover,
any answer would depend on whether one assumed that all warming, not accounted for by volcanoes, was due
to anthropogenic forcing or if one had some precise knowledge of natural variability due to such factors as ocean
circula on systems or solar variability. A thorough review of such a empts is given by Lewis and Crok (2014).
They concluded that such studies lead to an es mate for equilibrium sensi vity of about 1.75°C with a range of
1.25°C – 3°C.
As already men oned, an alternate approach involves using global satellite radia ve budget data available
since 1985 in order to directly assess feedbacks. The idea here is quite simple. We simply look at how radia ve
ﬂuxes at the top of the atmosphere vary in response to surface temperature ﬂuctua ons. If the change in ﬂux is
what one expects for the no-feedback case, then that would suggest the absence of feedbacks. If the outgoing
ﬂux is greater, then this would imply a nega ve feedback, and conversely, if the outgoing ﬂux is less than this, then
this would imply a posi ve feedback. Once the feedbacks are determined, one can determine the equilibrium
climate sensi vity. Although this sounds straigh orward, it is not. Among the problems are the following:
Problem 1. The satellite data from both the older ERBE and newer CERES satellite instruments are subject to
limita ons and adjustments that are uncertain.
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Problem 2. The radia ve imbalance is established over the short me scales associated with water vapor and
clouds (order of days), but eventually, the system equilibrates and the radia ve imbalance that one wishes to
measure disappears. The equilibra on me depends on the climate sensi vity, and is on the order of decades for
posi ve feedbacks but as short as a year or less for nega ve feedbacks (Lindzen and Giannitsis, 1998). One must,
therefore, conﬁne oneself to me scales that are long compared to the feedback processes, but short compared
to the equilibra on mes. If the me scales are too long, there will be a bias against nega ve feedbacks.
Problem 3. The factors that aﬀect the top of the atmosphere (TOA) ﬂuxes depend on factors other than
surface temperature. These include water vapor, cloudiness, and such things as volcanoes. These non-feedback
responses cons tute noise when one is a emp ng to determine feedbacks. As Choi et al. (2014) show, the noise
is not large enough to swamp long-wave feedbacks—especially in the tropics where the feedback processes are
concentrated. However, for the short-wave ﬂuxes, noise completely dominates the ﬂux varia ons and essen ally
buries the feedback response. Due to the sta s cal way in which feedbacks are es mated from the data, noise
can even cause posi ve feedback to be diagnosed when nega ve feedback exists (Spencer and Braswell, 2010).
In addi on to discussing the use of the temperature record to es mate sensi vity, Lewis and Crok (2014)
men on one study that does use satellite measured ﬂuxes (Forster and Gregory, 2006), but as Lindzen and Choi
(2011) show, this study uses too long a me scale for its regressions, and suﬀers from Problem 2 explained
above. Nonetheless, the most likely sensi vity that Forster and Gregory suggest is 1.5°C which is at the bo om
of the IPCC AR5 range.
The observa ons of top of the atmosphere radia ve ﬂuxes by Lindzen and Choi (2011), Spencer and Braswell
(2010), and Trenberth and Fasullo (2009) show that there are no long-wave posi ve feedbacks and that the
actual long-wave feedbacks may well be nega ve rather than posi ve. If there is a posi ve feedback due to
water vapor, it is being countered by something like the Iris Eﬀect described by Lindzen et al. (2001). Choi et al.
(2014) and Spencer and Braswell (2010) showed that the short-wave feedbacks are swamped by noise and are
indeterminate. Despite this, there are two points from Lindzen and Choi (2011) that are worth emphasizing.
First, they compare model top of the atmosphere ﬂuxes from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
(AMIP) model runs (Gates et al., 1999) with observed varia ons of sea surface temperature. These vary greatly
from the observed top of the atmosphere ﬂuxes for the same sea surface temperatures—implying that whatever
the real feedbacks are, they are not what the models are producing. The second point is that with the elimina on
of the long-wave feedback, one has eliminated the feedback that was used to imply a basis for global warming
concern. One is now in the posi on of seeking a feedback anew to maintain global warming alarm, but without
any clear conceptual basis for expec ng such a feedback.
Men on should also be made of a novel approach to climate sensi vity by Shaviv (2008). Shaviv used solar
cycle varia ons in ocean heat content to show that the solar cycle forcing was about 5-7 mes greater than one
would obtain from measurements of solar output. This is consistent with the sugges on that cosmic ray variaons associated with the solar cycle induce changes in clouds. Comparison with solar cycle varia ons in surface
temperature then leads immediately to es mates of climate sensi vity which is found to be less than 1°C.
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6. Summary
The situa on with respect to climate sensi vity is that we basically see no reason to expect high sensi vity.
The original basis for considering that high sensi vity is possible (namely, the hypothe cal water vapor feedback
of Manabe and Wetherald, 1975) is clearly contradicted by the measurements of TOA radia ve ﬂuxes which
show that the total long-wave feedback, including cirrus cloud varia ons, may even be nega ve. Analysis of the
temperature data leads to the conclusion that if anthropogenic contribu ons are the cause of warming since the
end of the Li le Ice Age, and if aerosols are limited to a contribu on of 1 Wa per square meter, then climate
sensi vity in excess 1.5°C is precluded.
Have we then proven that dangerous warming is truly impossible? Not quite. Although current es mates
of short-wave feedbacks don’t even suggest posi ve feedback factors in excess of about 0.3 (with the possibility
of nega ve values remaining), we can’t preclude that something may someday be discovered that raises this
to a value that is signiﬁcantly larger. Our simple calcula on that suggested that sensi vi es in excess of 1.5°C
were precluded depends upon the assump on that models are correct in producing negligible natural internal
variability. It is, however, remotely conceivable that there was in reality (as opposed to in models) natural
internal variability that was exactly what was needed to cancel the eﬀect of high sensi vity, but that this internal
variability would eventually be overwhelmed, and allow the high sensi vity to reveal itself.
This remote possibility is far from “se led science,” and the thought that mul -trillion dollar policies would
be implemented to puta vely prevent this, seems far from ra onal. This is especially so when one considers that
for about 95 percent of the me since complex life systems appeared (about 600 million years ago), levels of CO2
were much higher than they are an cipated to become (as much as 10-20 mes today’s levels) without evidence
of a rela onship to global mean temperature.
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